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shade meaning in urdu saiya ���� saiya dari ���� ����
rang ka shid ��� �� ��� kisi rang ka koi roop �� ��� ���
�� � ���� saiban ������ shade sentence one generation
plants the trees another gets the shade ���� ��� ���
�� ���� ���� �� ����� �� �� ����� shade
synonyms shadiness shadowiness tincture advertisement shade
definitions shade translate ��� ����� ��� ����� ����
�� ��� ���� ��� ������ ��� ����� ������ ��
����� ���� ���� ����� learn more in the cambridge
english urdu dictionary shade meaning in english to urdu is
���� as written in urdu and saya as written in roman urdu
there are many synonyms of shade which include adumbration
blackness coolness cover darkness dusk gloominess obscuration
obscurity penumbra screen shadiness shadow shadows umbra
umbrage etc shades meaning in english to urdu is ���� as
written in urdu and saya as written in roman urdu there are
many synonyms of shades which include adumbration blackness
coolness cover darkness dusk gloominess obscuration obscurity
penumbra screen shadiness shadow shadows umbra umbrage etc
the meaning of shade in urdu is ���� as written in urdu script
or saya as written in roman urdu other possible urdu translations
for shade include saya you can find more definitions and
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synonyms of shade on this page shade meaning in urdu is
���� saaya what is the synonym of shade synonym of shade is
apparition awning chromaticity ghost hue nicety nuance
phantom refinement shadiness shadow shadowiness specter
spectre spook subtlety tad tincture tinge tint tone touch roller
blind shades window shade wraith what is the shade ���� ��
��� � � � � �� ���� � � ����� �� ������ �����
� disclaimer this is beta version of rekhta dictionary undergoing
final testing before its official release in case of any discrepancy
please write to us at dictionary rekhta org or critique us shade
definitions in urdu ����� �� ��� ��� �� ��� ���
�� ������ ����� ��� ��� ����� �����
����� �������� ����� �� ���� �� �������
��� ��� ���� ��� ���� ��� ��� �� ���� ���
�� ���� ���� �� �� ��� ����� �� �� ��� ���
�� ����� �� �� ��� �� �� ���� �� �� �����
�� ��� ���� ��� �� ����� �� ����� ���� ����
translation of shade into urdu ���� ����� saayah are the top
translations of shade into urdu sample translated sentence and
nor the shade and the hot sun ���� �� ��� ���� �� ���
shade verb noun grammar uncountable darkness where light
particularly sunlight is blocked add translation the urdu word
���� meaning in english is shade the other similar words are
chhaon saya tairgi and andhera the synonyms of shade include
are adumbration blackness coolness cover darkness dusk
gloominess obscuration obscurity penumbra screen shadiness
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shadow shadows umbra and umbrage shade chhaon �����
shade saya ���� shade tairgi ����� shade andhera
������� shade meaning in urdu is ������ saa ebaan
english to urdu dictionary shade meanings in urdu are �����
��� ���� �������� �������� ���� �������
������ �� ���� �� ������ shade in urdu more
meanings of shade it s definitions example sentences related
words idioms and quotations shade meaning in urdu
pronunciation ���� ���� us uk improve your
understanding and see how the word shade can be used in a
sentence use of shade in sentence 26 examples the word shade
has 6 different meanings this page includes pronunciation urdu
meanings and examples google s service offered free of charge
instantly translates words phrases and web pages between
english and over 100 other languages what is shades meaning in
urdu the word or phrase shades refers to plural spectacles that
are darkened or polarized to protect the eyes from the glare of
the sun or plural something that reminds you of someone or
something see shades meaning in urdu shades definition
translation and meaning of shades in urdu english to urdu
dictionary shade definitions and meaning of shade in urdu
translation of shade in urdu language with similar and opposite
words spoken pronunciation of shade in english and in urdu
shades meanings in urdu is ���� shades in urdu more
meanings of shades it s definitions example sentences related
words idioms and quotations ���� shades definitions please
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find 2 english and definitions related to the word shades noun
plural spectacles that are darkened or polarized to protect the
eyes from the glare of the sun the urdu word ���� meaning
in english is shades the other similar words are chhaon saya
tairgi and andhera the synonyms of shades include are
adumbration blackness coolness cover darkness dusk gloominess
obscuration obscurity penumbra screen shadiness shadow
shadows umbra and umbrage take a look at this page to find out
urdu transcription color ��� rang colorful ������ rangdár
colorless ����� bey rang black ���� ���� kálá siyáh white
���� safaid red ��� ��� lál surḳh pink ����� gulábí
orange ������ nárangí saffron ������ ������ kesirayá
záfrán deep pink



shade urdu meaning with 7 definitions
and sentence s Mar 27 2024

shade meaning in urdu saiya ���� saiya dari ���� ����
rang ka shid ��� �� ��� kisi rang ka koi roop �� ��� ���
�� � ���� saiban ������ shade sentence one generation
plants the trees another gets the shade ���� ��� ���
�� ���� ���� �� ����� �� �� ����� shade
synonyms shadiness shadowiness tincture advertisement shade
definitions

shade translate english to urdu cambridge
dictionary Feb 26 2024

shade translate �� ��� ����� ��� ����� ����
�� ��� ���� ��� ������ ��� ����� ������
����� ���� ���� ����� learn more in the cambridge
english urdu dictionary

shade meaning in urdu saya ����
english to urdu dictionary Jan 25 2024

shade meaning in english to urdu is ���� as written in urdu
and saya as written in roman urdu there are many synonyms of
shade which include adumbration blackness coolness cover



darkness dusk gloominess obscuration obscurity penumbra
screen shadiness shadow shadows umbra umbrage etc

shades meaning in urdu saya ����
english to urdu dictionary Dec 24 2023

shades meaning in english to urdu is ���� as written in urdu
and saya as written in roman urdu there are many synonyms of
shades which include adumbration blackness coolness cover
darkness dusk gloominess obscuration obscurity penumbra
screen shadiness shadow shadows umbra umbrage etc

shade meaning in urdu saya ����
english to urdu dictionary Nov 23 2023

the meaning of shade in urdu is ���� as written in urdu script
or saya as written in roman urdu other possible urdu translations
for shade include saya you can find more definitions and
synonyms of shade on this page

shade meaning in urdu ���� saaya
english to urdu dictionary Oct 22 2023

shade meaning in urdu is ���� saaya what is the synonym of
shade synonym of shade is apparition awning chromaticity ghost



hue nicety nuance phantom refinement shadiness shadow
shadowiness specter spectre spook subtlety tad tincture tinge
tint tone touch roller blind shades window shade wraith what is
the

shade meaning in urdu rekhta dictionary
Sep 21 2023

shade ���� � � ����� �� ������ ����� ���� ��
� ��� � � � � �� disclaimer this is beta version of rekhta
dictionary undergoing final testing before its official release in
case of any discrepancy please write to us at dictionary rekhta
org or critique us

shade meaning in urdu the urdu
dictionary Aug 20 2023

shade definitions in urdu �� ��� ��� �� ��� ���
�� ������ ����� ��� ��� ����� ����� �����
����� �������� ����� �� ���� �� �������
��� ��� ���� ��� ���� ��� ��� �� ���� ���
�� ���� ���� �� �� ��� ����� �� �� ��� ���
�� ����� �� �� ��� �� �� ���� �� �� �����
�� ��� ���� ��� �� ����� �� ����� ���� ����



shade in urdu english urdu dictionary
glosbe Jul 19 2023

translation of shade into urdu ���� ����� saayah are the top
translations of shade into urdu sample translated sentence and
nor the shade and the hot sun ���� �� ��� ���� �� ���
shade verb noun grammar uncountable darkness where light
particularly sunlight is blocked add translation

urdu word ���� shade meaning in
english is shade Jun 18 2023

the urdu word ���� meaning in english is shade the other
similar words are chhaon saya tairgi and andhera the synonyms
of shade include are adumbration blackness coolness cover
darkness dusk gloominess obscuration obscurity penumbra
screen shadiness shadow shadows umbra and umbrage

meaning of shade in urdu ����� chhaon
meanings urdu May 17 2023

shade chhaon ����� shade saya ���� shade tairgi �����
shade andhera �������



shade meaning in urdu is ������ saa
ebaan english to urdu Apr 16 2023

shade meaning in urdu is ������ saa ebaan english to urdu
dictionary shade meanings in urdu are ������� �����
�� ������ ��� ���� �������� �������� ����
������ �� ���� shade in urdu more meanings of shade it s
definitions example sentences related words idioms and
quotations

shade urdu meanings Mar 15 2023

shade meaning in urdu pronunciation ���� ���� us uk
improve your understanding and see how the word shade can
be used in a sentence use of shade in sentence 26 examples the
word shade has 6 different meanings this page includes
pronunciation urdu meanings and examples

google translate Feb 14 2023

google s service offered free of charge instantly translates words
phrases and web pages between english and over 100 other
languages



shades meaning in urdu shades translation
in urdu shabdkosh Jan 13 2023

what is shades meaning in urdu the word or phrase shades
refers to plural spectacles that are darkened or polarized to
protect the eyes from the glare of the sun or plural something
that reminds you of someone or something see shades meaning
in urdu shades definition translation and meaning of shades in
urdu

shade meaning in urdu shabdkosh Dec 12
2022

english to urdu dictionary shade definitions and meaning of
shade in urdu translation of shade in urdu language with similar
and opposite words spoken pronunciation of shade in english and
in urdu

shades meaning in urdu is ���� saayah
english to urdu Nov 11 2022

shades meanings in urdu is ���� shades in urdu more
meanings of shades it s definitions example sentences related
words idioms and quotations ���� shades definitions please
find 2 english and definitions related to the word shades noun



plural spectacles that are darkened or polarized to protect the
eyes from the glare of the sun

urdu word ���� saya meaning in
english is shades Oct 10 2022

the urdu word ���� meaning in english is shades the other
similar words are chhaon saya tairgi and andhera the synonyms
of shades include are adumbration blackness coolness cover
darkness dusk gloominess obscuration obscurity penumbra
screen shadiness shadow shadows umbra and umbrage take a
look at this page to find out

urdu vocabulary colors wikibooks open
books for an open world Sep 09 2022

urdu transcription color ��� rang colorful ������ rangdár
colorless ����� bey rang black ���� ���� kálá siyáh white
���� safaid red ��� ��� lál surḳh pink ����� gulábí
orange ������ nárangí saffron ������ ������ kesirayá
záfrán deep pink
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